


Our Story
Sweet Rollz Golf was created with a simple goal – to 
breathe new life and style into golf, starting with the 
radical reimagining of the boring putter grip. For too 

long, attempts to add style and flair to golf accessories 
had mostly been cheesy and kitschy, or both. As a result, 
golf accessories have mostly remained unoriginal and, 

well, pretty meh.

As we set out to design the “Sistine Chapel of putter 
grips” we wanted to be bold but keep it classy. The result 

is a beautiful line of super high-quality putter grips for 
every golfer who wants to make a personalized 

statement without having to sacrifice performance.

Putt Sweet



Midsize 
Grips



Cacti Backcountry Tuesday



O Canada Mojave Thunderstruck



Safari Swashbuckler O’Malley



Special OpsMonte Carlo South Beach



Sinatra Scottie Muertos



La PiñaHeat Hula Girl



Osaka Blossom Electric Ave. Ohana



Kona Shaka Mahala



DogwoodMamba



Standard 
(Skinny) Grips



South Beach Swashbuckler La Piña Electric Ave.



Hula Girl Heat Scottie Mahalo



O’Malley Sinatra O Canada Safari



Thunderstruck Cacti Tuesday Muertos



Each grip material is made from a fabric 
reinforced polyurethane sheet with a 
thermoformed rubber inner structural frame. A 
layer of adhesive is added to the rubber, then 
the grip is hand-stitched together over the 
rubber frame (similar to the process used in 
the stitched leather steering wheel in a 
Porsche).

Material

Feel

The stitched synthetic urethane grip 
incorporates a low-profile embossed 
honeycomb pattern which allows the feel of 
the putt to transfer seamlessly into your palms 
– for the ultimate feedback while putting.





Head Covers



O’Malley Head Cover

Mallet Spider Blade



South Beach Head Cover

Mallet Spider Blade



Heat Head Cover

Mallet Spider Blade



Swashbuckler Head Cover

Mallet Spider Blade



Sinatra Head Cover

Mallet Spider Blade



Mallet Spider Blade

La Piña Head Cover



Material and 
Craftsmanship

Based off Sweet Rollz Golf grip designs that 

are used and loved by thousands, now 

every golfer can pair their putter grip with 

matching and stylish head cover designs. 

These custom-sewn, primo grade leather 

putter head covers are designed for daily 

use. Like your granddad's baseball mitt 

these covers will only get better with time. 

As with any high-end leather product, 

distinctive markings and slight variances in 

texture and color are natural and a 

testament to the headcover's authenticity.

Each headcover features:

- Milled full grain 100% genuine leather

- Upgraded magnet closure for a crisp 

lock

- Expertly stitched embroidery





Hats



SRG Custom



SRG Custom



SRG Custom



SRG Mesh



300+ 5-star Reviews

…and hundreds of pro shops 
across the globe.

Already carried by…



Contact Information

385-484-GOLF (4653)
hello@sweetrollzgolf.com
retail.sweetrollzgolf.com

mailto:ljjohnson@sweetrollzgolf.com
http://www.sweetrollzgolf.com/

